SHORT BIO

DJ K is a newschool Jungle DJ & Producer from Ottawa Canada. Known for his unique mixing of danceable Drum & Bass to tearout Ragga anthems, he became word-famous for his ground-breaking style-defining releases during the Westcoast American Jungle movement in the early 00's through N2O, Big Cat and his label Killa Records. Since 2008 he has been touring Europe and the globe headlining major Jungle, Hardcore, DNB and Breakbeat events. He continues to release music on various labels as well as his own label Killa - known for its straight-forward amenism with quick drops, massive tech basslines Jungle with a DNB feel. Always in the mix, both at live shows and in his highest-acclaimed Killa Podcast - showcasing the newest exclusive tracks, taking elements of oldschool, newschool, precisely cut-up drums and influences from all styles of electronic into one package, from smooth to hard - DJ K is always spinning the freshest sounds before they break and lining them alongside classics. A DJ K tune, remix or performance is original, energetic and introspective - expressed in raw emotion and tells a story of his experience in the underground sample-era music scene of the early 90’s into current sounds.


EXTENDED BIO

DJ K is a Canadian born in 1975.  He is best known for his west coast amen-jungle releases on Los Angeles labels N2O & Big Cat and his own label Killa from 2001-2004.  The internet spread of his mixes at the time, which featured similar, rare or unreleased tracks contributed heavily to the rise of the first North American led new jungle renaissance.  He continues to release music, press vinyl, tour regularly and publish mixes in his signature jungle-based sound alongside drum & bass, halftime, tek and anything else that grabs his fancy and leads to a danceable vibe in the journey-like mix.  

How it started:
DJ K’s 80’s childhood was spent playing piano, making pause-tape edits, listening to literally anything he could get his hands on.  High school was a daily game of finding his way into the music departments to play drums, and eventually sequence electronic music.  At the end of ’92, all of his time was spent writing and recording for his band, but by 94 was completely taken by tracking software.  K started attending raves, and with the encouragement of his promoter friends, took to turntables and playing wherever he got the chance.  Already well-known in his school for broadcasting music and announcements each morning, he also carried a radio with him everywhere fellow ravers would gather to play his latest mixes.  K produced hundreds of tracks in these years, mostly industrial breakbeat, and as his record collection started growing, it focused on the emerging sounds of danceable dnb and sample-heavy hardcore, with the occasional amen roller to peak the ends of his sets with.  And there was the magic formula that, at the end of 1999, boosted K to become an Ottawa hometown favorite and land residencies all over the city, traveling often to Montreal, Toronto and surrounding hubs where jungle was in demand.  During these parties, he tested-out producing tracks that could be played in his sets, and by 2001 had created the legendary Championz anthem - that set a footprint for his production style forever: clean & detailed amen edits that roll forward and focus on the beats and bass as the energy that moves the music, and listener to dance and generally lose their calm.  

Why you know about him now:
DJ K was instrumental in ushering in a wave of “back to the roots” jungle and remixes around 2000, at a time where, for the past 5 years, “jungle” had taken a transformation to minimal and technical “drum and bass”.  Gone were the fun and all-over-the-place drum edits.  Back then, everyone seemed to start making and only playing something if it was serious and dark.  Through K’s productions, releases, live shows, tapes and CD’s, he quickly spread and promoted a sound that the underground was craving.  Along with a handful of others in North America, the internet helped combine forces and quickly these records made their way across the ocean to Europe and Asia.  A few years after it started, a rift started forming between what had developed as an East-coast sound and community and the harder West-coast sound and mentality.  Within a few years, hundreds of releases had been pressed but the initial excitement that started the momentum began thinning out.  In Europe, jungle DJ’s and producers started popping up.  They took the sound that they discovered from North America and kept the fire burning.  DJ K never stopped producing and making mixes.  In 2007, he started the Killa Podcast and in 2008 made his first tour in Europe.  K has produced hundreds of dubplates and continues to push new jungle tracks out, as well as promoting all the new sounds it incorporates through his podcast.  He is still releasing vinyl to this day and touring to support the fanbase he has built in Europe, the East and across the world.  


VINYL DISCOGRAPHY

2001 - N2O 028 “Championz”
2003 - Big Cat 07 “Respect” / “Murda”
2003 - Big Cat 09 “Flyin” / “On A Mission” / “Surf the Volume”
2003 - Killa 01 “Kill or be Killed” / “Brace Yourself"
2004 - N2O 054 “Hypocrites”
2004 - Killa 02 “Suffer” / "Pounding Dronez Remix”
2004 - Herbn’ 07 “Glistent Glow”
2009 - Killa 03 “Dis Battle” / “Brighter Dayz”
2009 - Celestial Conspiracy 07 “3rd Eye”
2010 - Breaknest 04 “Flyin 2010” / “Fook”
2010 - Exodus 03 “Style Confusion Remix”
2010 - Ragga Renegades 01 “Ali Baba”
2011 - Killa 04 “Grind” / “So What”
2012 - Ragga Renegades 03 “I Feel Like Jumping”
2012 - Dub Attack 01 (FFF) “Torturing Soundboy VIP"
2013 - Jungle Battle Weapons “Ottawa” / “Amen Tune” / “War In The East” / “The Anthem” / (R.A.W.) “OMG Remix"
2014 - Irritant 02 (2Times) “Play me a Dubplate Remix”
2014 - The Schism “Krokodil” / “Acid Jungle” / “Acid Jungle (808 version)” / “Acidpella”

